Topics to Discuss 3/6/19

- Initial Review of Strike-thru Version of SMP Chapters
- Planning Commission Providing Comments to Staff
- Next Meeting
SMP Strike-thru Chapters

- The proposed change was counter to county or state regulations or policy, or would change the meaning of a statutory or regulatory term.

- Topics had conflicting comments so those topics will be brought to the Planning Commission for discussion/decision (i.e. buffers, nonconforming, etc.).
SMP Strike-thru Chapters

- In instances such as the goals and policies the proposed changes would make a policy too restrictive, too broad, or focused too much on only certain aspects of a goal or policy.

- The proposed change was already somewhere else in the document.

- We are still waiting for additional comments from some of the regulatory agencies on later chapters and appendices.
SMP Strike-thru Chapters

- Chapter Review:
E-mail Polly and copy Brad on your e-mail;

Do not reply all or add Planning Commission members to e-mail (no “e-mail chains”);

Planning Commission comments will be collected and presented to Planning Commission as a separate “packet” at the next meeting SMP is discussed;

Comments will be discussed when the pertinent chapter or topic is slated on the agenda at a future meeting.
Upcoming Meeting Topics

- Review and discuss Planning Commission comments/proposed changes to Chapters 100, 150 and 200 of draft Thurston County SMP.